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Walking - Wall - Light Blade - White
Light - Yellow
Carlotta de Bevilacqua

DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT CODE: T4503LW060

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

IP65

LUMINAIRE

Watt: 4W—

Delivered lumens output: 23lm—

CCT: 3000K—

Efficiency: 13%—

Efficacy: 5.65lm/W—

CRI: 80—

Notes

Compatibility with Artemide App on request

Walking is a family of outdoor appliances that design dynamic
lighting landscapes with a new and di erent approach focused
on human perception for visual and psychological details.
It can create di erent luminous landscapes starting from three
white or coloured lighting performances, either single or
combined within the same element according to a space
gradient of structures of di erent heights.
It de nes a new, exciting lighting language, respectful of the
surrounding space, which it approaches with deeds that
promote its perception and a man-sized experience. A
dynamic discovery of space that is allowed, among other
things, by the possible interaction with sensors, the Artemide
App and advanced intelligences.

Article Code: T4503LW060—

Colour: Yellow—

Installation: Wall—

Material: Aluminium, Glass—

Series: Architectural Outdoor—

Environment: Outdoor—

design by: Carlotta de Bevilacqua—

Length: cm 27.7—

Width: cm 11—

Height: cm 11—
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Walking - Wall - Light Blade - Red Light
- Yellow
Carlotta de Bevilacqua

DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT CODE: T4503LR060

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

IP65

LUMINAIRE

Watt: 4W—

Delivered lumens output: 6lm—

Efficiency: 8%—

Efficacy: 1.60lm/W—

Notes

Compatibility with Artemide App on request

Walking is a family of outdoor appliances that design dynamic
lighting landscapes with a new and di erent approach focused
on human perception for visual and psychological details.
It can create di erent luminous landscapes starting from three
white or coloured lighting performances, either single or
combined within the same element according to a space
gradient of structures of di erent heights.
It de nes a new, exciting lighting language, respectful of the
surrounding space, which it approaches with deeds that
promote its perception and a man-sized experience. A
dynamic discovery of space that is allowed, among other
things, by the possible interaction with sensors, the Artemide
App and advanced intelligences.

Article Code: T4503LR060—

Colour: Yellow—

Installation: Wall—

Material: Aluminium, Glass—

Series: Architectural Outdoor—

Environment: Outdoor—

design by: Carlotta de Bevilacqua—

Length: cm 27.7—

Width: cm 11—

Height: cm 11—



We reserve the right to change our product specifications. — February 2022
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Walking - Wall - Light Blade - Green
Light - Yellow
Carlotta de Bevilacqua

DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT CODE: T4503LG060

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

IP65

LUMINAIRE

Watt: 4W—

Delivered lumens output: 11lm—

Efficiency: 7%—

Efficacy: 2.65lm/W—

Notes

Compatibility with Artemide App on request

Walking is a family of outdoor appliances that design dynamic
lighting landscapes with a new and di erent approach focused
on human perception for visual and psychological details.
It can create di erent luminous landscapes starting from three
white or coloured lighting performances, either single or
combined within the same element according to a space
gradient of structures of di erent heights.
It de nes a new, exciting lighting language, respectful of the
surrounding space, which it approaches with deeds that
promote its perception and a man-sized experience. A
dynamic discovery of space that is allowed, among other
things, by the possible interaction with sensors, the Artemide
App and advanced intelligences.

Article Code: T4503LG060—

Colour: Yellow—

Installation: Wall—

Material: Aluminium, Glass—

Series: Architectural Outdoor—

Environment: Outdoor—

design by: Carlotta de Bevilacqua—

Length: cm 27.7—

Width: cm 11—

Height: cm 11—
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Walking - Wall - Light Blade - Blue Light
- Yellow
Carlotta de Bevilacqua

DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT CODE: T4503LB060

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

IP65

LUMINAIRE

Watt: 4W—

Delivered lumens output: 6lm—

Efficiency: 10%—

Efficacy: 1.38lm/W—

Notes

Compatibility with Artemide App on request

Walking is a family of outdoor appliances that design dynamic
lighting landscapes with a new and di erent approach focused
on human perception for visual and psychological details.
It can create di erent luminous landscapes starting from three
white or coloured lighting performances, either single or
combined within the same element according to a space
gradient of structures of di erent heights.
It de nes a new, exciting lighting language, respectful of the
surrounding space, which it approaches with deeds that
promote its perception and a man-sized experience. A
dynamic discovery of space that is allowed, among other
things, by the possible interaction with sensors, the Artemide
App and advanced intelligences.

Article Code: T4503LB060—

Colour: Yellow—

Installation: Wall—

Material: Aluminium, Glass—

Series: Architectural Outdoor—

Environment: Outdoor—

design by: Carlotta de Bevilacqua—

Length: cm 27.7—

Width: cm 11—

Height: cm 11—



We reserve the right to change our product specifications. — February 2022
Please visit www.artemide.com for the latest product information

Walking - Wall - Functional Light -
Symmetric Beam - Yellow
Carlotta de Bevilacqua

DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT CODE: T4503SM060

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

IP65

LUMINAIRE

Watt: 10W—

Delivered lumens output: 328lm—

CCT: 3000K—

Efficiency: 38%—

Efficacy: 32.83lm/W—

CRI: 90—

Notes

Compatibility with Artemide App on request

Walking is a family of outdoor appliances that design dynamic
lighting landscapes with a new and di erent approach focused
on human perception for visual and psychological details.
It can create di erent luminous landscapes starting from three
white or coloured lighting performances, either single or
combined within the same element according to a space
gradient of structures of di erent heights.
It de nes a new, exciting lighting language, respectful of the
surrounding space, which it approaches with deeds that
promote its perception and a man-sized experience. A
dynamic discovery of space that is allowed, among other
things, by the possible interaction with sensors, the Artemide
App and advanced intelligences.

Article Code: T4503SM060—

Colour: Yellow—

Installation: Wall—

Material: Aluminium, Glass—

Series: Architectural Outdoor—

Environment: Outdoor—

design by: Carlotta de Bevilacqua—

Length: cm 27.7—

Width: cm 11—

Height: cm 11—
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Please visit www.artemide.com for the latest product information

Walking - Wall - Functional Light -
Asymmetric Beam - Yellow
Carlotta de Bevilacqua

DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT CODE: T4503AS060

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

IP65

LUMINAIRE

Watt: 10W—

Delivered lumens output: 443lm—

CCT: 3000K—

Efficiency: 52%—

Efficacy: 44.32lm/W—

CRI: 90—

Notes

Compatibility with Artemide App on request

Walking is a family of outdoor appliances that design dynamic
lighting landscapes with a new and di erent approach focused
on human perception for visual and psychological details.
It can create di erent luminous landscapes starting from three
white or coloured lighting performances, either single or
combined within the same element according to a space
gradient of structures of di erent heights.
It de nes a new, exciting lighting language, respectful of the
surrounding space, which it approaches with deeds that
promote its perception and a man-sized experience. A
dynamic discovery of space that is allowed, among other
things, by the possible interaction with sensors, the Artemide
App and advanced intelligences.

Article Code: T4503AS060—

Colour: Yellow—

Installation: Wall—

Material: Aluminium, Glass—

Series: Architectural Outdoor—

Environment: Outdoor—

design by: Carlotta de Bevilacqua—

Length: cm 27.7—

Width: cm 11—

Height: cm 11—


